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Nilsson Curls
Forearm-Braced Chin-Ups 

   

 

Why Is This Exercise So Effective?

The Nilsson Curl, which can technically be described as a forearm-braced chin-up 
movement, is a unique biceps exercise. The reason: it uses your total bodyweight 
for resistance!

Most biceps exercises, such as barbell and dumbell curls, require that you move the 
resistance around your body while your body remains anchored. 

While this is certainly effective, it has been established that exercises which require 
you to move your body around a fixed object (such as occurs during a chin-up) fire 
many more muscle fibers. This results in a much more effective exercise for the 
muscle!

And if that wasn't enough to make this a killer exercise, have a look at this:

The majority of biceps exercises are isolation exercises. They work the biceps across 
only one joint (the elbow). This seriously limits the amount of weight you can use and 
hence limits your ultimate biceps development.

The Nilsson Curl is a compound exercise for the biceps that uses the lats only 
as secondary movers to assist your biceps during the exercise. Working the biceps at 
two joints rather than just one (such as in this chin-up movement), drastically 
increasing the amount of weight you can use on a biceps exercise.

Now throw almost all of the resistance of the chin-up (your entire bodyweight) onto 
the biceps and you'll know the meaning of the word "pump!"

Combine these three features (moving your body around a fixed object for more 
muscle activation, using a two-joint movement, and having your entire bodyweight as 
resistance) into a biceps exercise and you have yourself one incredibly powerful 
movement!

 

   



This exercise is best done using the safety rails of a power rack. 
There are other methods of setting up that you can use that are 
just as effective. I will detail these at the end of this section.

●     The absolute easiest way is to use the two, bottom safety 
rails of the rack. 

●     They need to be the type that you can slide completely 
out of the rack for this method to work, as you'll be 
placing them on the same side of the rack uprights.

●     Place one of the rails in the highest set of holes in the 
rack. 

●     Set the other rail in the set of holes approximately one 
foot down from that top one in the same side uprights. 

●     Your setup will look like two rungs in a ladder.

Now you're all set!

●     

Grip the top bar and brace your forearm against the 
bottom bar (you may want to use a pad or a towel 
wrapped around the bottom bar for your forearms). 

●     

Keeping your forearms pressed against the bottom bar 
throughout the entire exercise, curl yourself up. 

●     

This is the most important point to remember about this 
exercise, as bracing your forearms is what sends all the 
tension to your biceps. It does this by reducing the 
involvement of the lats.

●     Also, try to keep your shoulders back in a neutral 
position. Don't allow them to hunch forward during the 
exercise. This keeps them in a more stable position.

●     

Squeeze hard at the top. This instruction is kind of 
unnecessary to be honest. You won't really have a choice 
at that point - the tension on your biceps is just 
incredible! 

How to incorporate this exercise into your workouts:

This exercise should be the first biceps exercise you do in your workout. It requires a lot of strength and therefore is best 
done with fresh biceps.

1. Pulling Straight Up

For best results, pull yourself up in an arc. This will most strongly affect the biceps. Pulling straight up will still work, just not 



quite as strongly.

2. Using Momentum

Always do this exercise deliberately and under control to maintain maximum tension on the biceps. Moving quickly will only 
decrease the effectiveness of the exercise.

It is especially important not to use momentum as you come to the bottom of the exercise as your elbows are braced against 
a rail. You could injure your elbows if you slam down into the bottom of the rep.

3. Hunching the Shoulders Forward

Try to keep your shoulders back and in a neutral position. Do not allow them to hunch forward. This will help to maintain a 
more stable position for the shoulder joint. 

1. Using Barbells To Set Up

If you don't have access to a rack that uses the removable bottom safety rails you can also use two barbells inside the rack.

●     Start by setting the racking hooks in the highest holes. 
●     Set an Olympic bar in those racks. 
●     Load some weight onto that bar to keep it from shifting during the exercise (I use a couple of 45 pound plates on 

either side but you may choose to use more or less weight).
●     Now set the safety rails in the holes about one foot below the top bar that you've already set up. 
●     Set another Olympic bar across there and you're done.

Note: You will be doing this exercise from inside the rack so that your forearms are pushing the bottom bar against the rear 
uprights. If you work from the other side, your forearms will have nothing to push the bottom bar against and it may roll or 
slide away.

2. Weighted Nilsson Curls

This exercise can also be done weighted with a dumbell between your feet or with weight hanging from your waist using a 
hip belt. The execution of the exercise is exactly the same.

If you wish to do negatives with a dumbell for extra weight, follow these steps: 

●     Set the dumbell on a bench in front of you.
●     Step up on the bench and get into the top position, 
●     Grasp the dumbell between your feet then move it off the bench 
●     Lower yourself down. 

As a bonus, using a dumbell between your feet also gives you some really good isometric ab work. 

3. Using A Reverse Grip

Doing the Nilsson Curl with a reverse grip will affect the brachialis muscle strongly. Be aware that your elbows will have a 
tendency to slide out to the sides as you pull yourself up, so you should consciously force them in. 



I hope you enjoy trying out this exercise the next time you go for a 
workout! Believe me, you will be astonished at how your biceps feel at 
the end of your first set. I was almost in shock at how well it worked 
the first time I tried it (I actually couldn't wipe the grin off my face for 
about 10 minutes).

And, after trying it, you think that this exercise is good, imagine the 
results you'll get with 52 other exercise like it for your entire 
body!

If you'd like immediate, full access to all the other exercises in "The 
Best Exercises You've Never Heard Of", click on the button below 
and order now!

After you've made your payment of only $19.95, you'll have 
INSTANT ACCESS to all of the 53 incredible exercises in this book!

Click Here to read more about what 
"The Best Exercises" can do for you! 

or
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Bench End Dumbell Presses 

   

 

Why Is This Exercise So Effective?

The flat dumbell bench press is an excellent exercise building up the muscles of the 
chest. But did you know that the standard, laying-down-flat body position on the 
bench is not the most effective for maximal muscle stimulation?

By changing how and where you set yourself on the bench, you can dramatically 
increase the muscle fiber stimulation you get from the flat dumbell bench press.

I've also found, with the better leverage I can get on the chest in this position, that I 
am actually stronger and can get more reps and use more weight.

At the same time, this position reduces the involvement of the anterior (front) deltoids 
in the pressing movement while increasing the involvement of the upper pec fibers.

The key to this exercise lies in opening up your rib cage. In the standard flat position, 
your chest is not expanded. 

Your pectoral muscle can fire most effectively when your shoulders are back, your 
lower back is arched and your chest is puffed out. While this can be done somewhat in 
the regular bench position, it does not feel natural and can actually put stress on the 
lower back.

This exercise is done by placing yourself off the end of the flat bench, accomplishing 
the optimal position for the pectoral muscles to fire.

 

   



●     The basic position of the exercise is as follows: your 
upper back (from just below the shoulder blades on up) 
will be resting on the end of the bench with your upper 
torso essentially flat. Your hips will be down below the 
level of the bench, and your lower back will be arched so 
that your lower abdomen is angled down. Your knees 
should be very bent.

●     You will look as though you are trying to wrap your back 
around the end of the bench. Practice this position once 
without any weight to get a feel for it.

●     To get into position with weights, sit on the very end of 
the bench with the dumbells on your upper thighs.

●     Quickly move your butt forward off the bench, dropping 
into a squat, and allow your upper back to rest against 
the lead edge of the bench.

●     Thrust your hips up and throw your upper body back 
onto the bench, kicking the dumbells into the bottom 
position of a dumbell bench press. Press up to the top 
position. 

 

●     If you are not completely in position with your entire lower back off the bench (the bottom of your rib cage should be 
in line with the end of the bench), weasel yourself down somewhat. Note: "Weasel" is the technical term for shifting 
back and forth as you slide yourself down the bench a little. 

●     Do the press from there and really try to expand the chest in the stretch position.

●     When the exercise gets hard, fight the urge to lift your hips up. Consciously force them down. This is good practice for 
keeping your butt down on the regular flat bench press.

How to incorporate this exercise into your workouts:

You can place this exercise anywhere in your chest workouts. It doesn't require tremendous skill, balance or stability to 
execute properly.

1. Too much of your back is on the bench

The end of the bench should be hitting you just below the shoulder blades. If you have much more of your back on the 
bench, you will lose the opening up of the rib cage, which is the major benefit of this position.

2. Thrusting your hips up and down during the exercise

Allowing your hips to come up also negates the benefits of the opening up of the rib cage. You will flatten your torso as 
though you are doing a regular flat bench. Keep your hips down!

3. Raising your head off the bench

Be sure to keep your head on the bench during the exercise. Raising it up and off can lead to neck strain.



1. Getting the weights into position

A good way to get heavy dumbells up into position is to set them on your knees at the start of the exercise. After you drop 
into your initial squat, kick one knee up hard, throwing the dumbell up into position, then kick the other dumbell up and into 
position. Be sure to practice this movement with light weight before attempting with heavy dumbells.

2. Taking the shoulders out of it

At the start of the rep when you are holding the dumbells at arms-length above you, try to wriggle your shoulders together 
underneath you. This will reduce anterior deltoid involvement in the exercise by forcing your shoulders back. Imagine you are 
trying to touch your shoulder blades together behind your back.

3. Expand your rib cage 

At the bottom of every rep, take in a huge breath and try to expand your rib cage as much as possible to maximize the 
stretch on the pecs. Your body position on the end of the bench will allow you to get a greater stretch than is possible in the 
regular position.

 

 

Be sure to try this exercise out on your next chest day. You'll be 
amazed at how effective it is for maximizing the tension on your chest. 
So if you want pecs that "pop", imagine what this and all the other 
chest exercises in this book will do for you!

If you'd like immediate, full access to all the other exercises in "The 
Best Exercises You've Never Heard Of", click on the button below 
and order now!

After you've made your payment of only $19.95, you'll have 
INSTANT ACCESS to all of the 53 incredible exercises in this book!

Click Here to read more about what 
"The Best Exercises" can do for you! 

or
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Full Range Pulldowns 
   

 

Why Is This Exercise So Effective?

Think of how your back feels after doing a good set of pulldowns. Nice and pumped 
up, right? Now think of how your back feels after doing a set of cable rows. Thick and 
wide, perhaps? Now imagine the incredible feeling you'll get by combining those two 
exercises into one power-packed movement!

That is exactly what the Full Range Pulldown accomplishes. You get the benefits of 
the pulldown AND the benefits of the cable row PLUS the synergistic benefits of 
combining the two exercises into one!

Typical weight training exercises very rarely work the muscles through a full 
anatomical range of motion, but I'll show you how you can do it for your back. For 
example, the typical pulldown has to stop when the bar hits your chest. But your lats 
haven't achieved their full potential contraction by that point.

How do we overcome this? By utilizing a two-part movement. In essence, you will start 
with a pulldown and finish with a cable row. Voila! The Full Range Pulldown!

 

   

●     These can be done with any of the grips (reverse, pronated, neutral, wide).

●     To execute, do a pulldown to the bottom position.

●     Hold the weight at that point in space and lean your upper body back and down until it is horizontal.

●     Continue the pulldown movement as a rowing movement and squeeze hard at the bottom of the rep.

●     The key with this movement is to maintain the tension in the lats as you lean back and to hold the bar motionless in 
space as you do the transition from pulldown to row.



●     Come back up in one smooth motion.

●     At the top you can push yourself forward to get a bit of a stretch on the back before you start your next rep. This 
gives your back constant tension throughout its entire range of motion.

●     Use a lighter weight (I recommend using only 50% or more to start with) than you would ordinarily use for pulldowns 
and focus on continuous tension.

How to incorporate this exercise into your workouts:

This is a good finishing movement for the back.

●     It is not done with heavy weights but provides an extremely strong contraction in the back.
●     This is not to say you can't do it first, of course.
●     In fact, it is a good way to pre-exhaust your back without burning out your grip for other heavy back exercises.

1. Not keeping tension on back when switching from pulldown to row



One of the keys to the success of this exercise is maintaining tension in the lats as you transfer from the pulldown movement 
to the row. Always concentrate on keeping that tension on.

2. Using momentum

Never use momentum with this exercise. The whole point of the exercise is to put tension on the lats through their entire 
range of motion. Using momentum defeats the purpose.

3. Not arching the lower back

Keeping the lower back arched is essential to activating the lats. The lats are the muscles we're trying to focus on with this 
exercise so anything we can do to maximally activate them is important.

1. Hitting different areas of the back 

●     To involve the lower back, pull the weight down (any grip) to the bottom of the pulldown movement, lock your arms 
at that bottom point then do a lower-back pulldown by leaning back down until you are horizontal without bending the 
arms. 

●     Using a pronated grip (palms forward) will hit the lower lats hard. Pull to the bottom of the rib cage and try to push 
the bar forward, away from your face as you finish the rowing portion of the movement.

●     When using a wide grip, you can do the rowing part to the upper chest to hit the upper back or pull to the bottom of 
the rib cage to hit the lower outer lats (try to push your elbows forward, away from your head).

2. One arm 

These can also be done one arm at a time. This has the benefits of greater range of motion and the ability to rotate your 
shoulder during the movement.

3. Varying angles 

During the movement, try varying the angles of the pull. Change the point where you leave the bar hanging in space, the 
point where you row the bar down to on your body, how far you lean back, etc. Using a great deal of variation in this way will 
work more of the muscles of the back.

4. Stretch forward at the top

To get a little extra stretch on the lats at the top of the movement, use your feet to push your torso forward under the bar. 
This will give you a little pre-stretch before starting the movement again.

 

 

 



This exercise is sure to fire up your next back workout. You'll be blown 
away by how effective the Full Range Pulldown is for working the 
entire range of motion of the lats.

So if you're looking for a back exercises that will add a dimension of 
tension that you've never experience before, imagine what this 
and all the other back exercises in this book will do for your physique!

If you'd like immediate, full access to all the other exercises in "The 
Best Exercises You've Never Heard Of", click on the button below 
and order now!

After you've made your payment of only $19.95, you'll have 
INSTANT ACCESS to all of the 53 incredible exercises in this book!

Click Here to read more about what 
"The Best Exercises" can do for you! 

or
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Standing Rope Pullbacks

   

 

Why Is This Exercise So Effective?

The rear delts (technically known as the posterior deltoids) can be difficult muscles to 
develop. They are hard to isolate and are normally not worked with heavy weights.

This exercise changes that.

Not only does it target the rear delts like a laser, it allows you to use heavy 
weights and momentum in a way that actually makes the exercise MORE effective!

The keys to this exercise lay in your arm position and the angle of pull of the 
resistance. These two things combined properly give you an exercise that flies in the 
face of traditional shoulder training wisdom by allowing and even encouraging 
you to use momentum.

 

   

 



●     Stand facing a high pulley. Use a double handle or rope 
attachment. Grasp the rope so that your thumbs and 
forefingers are on the bottom by stoppers or knots. You can 
also use a towel looped through the hook if you don't have a 
rope attachment.

●     You will probably need to brace your foot up against either 
the seat if you're using the lat pulldown machine or the 
bottom of the weight stack if using the plain pulley (that is 
when you start using relatively heavy weights only).

●     Start with your arms straight out in front of you, thumbs 
towards you.

 

●     Pull back with your rear delts by drawing your 
elbows as far back as you can while externally 
rotating your shoulders so that you form "L" shapes 
(with a 90-degree bend in your elbows) at the peak 
of the movement. 

●     You should attempt to make your forearms vertical 
at the top of the movement. When you start using 
heavier weight, you won't be able to do this but by 
attempting to do it, you'll increase rear delt 
activation.

●     You will almost look like you're doing a double 
biceps pose.

●     It is imperative you keep your elbows as high as 
possible or you will turn the exercise into a biceps 
exercise.

How to incorporate this exercise into your workouts:

The Standing Rope Pullback can be done anywhere in your workout.

●     Normally, I prefer to start with heavier pressing movements in my workouts.
●     Since this is an isolation exercise, I would suggest doing it later on in a workout.

1. Keeping your arms horizontal 

This will turn the movement into an upright-row type movement, which is undesirable. As you come to the top of the 
movement, your forearms should be vertical.



1. Pull the rope apart 

To fully activate the rear delts, try to pull the two ends of the rope as far apart as possible as though trying to rip it in two 
(the longer the rope you are able to get a hold of the better - a two foot rope is perfect). Hunch your shoulders forward at 
the start then force them back as you pull back.

2. Going fast 

Usually rear delt exercises require strict attention to form in order to isolate the muscles. This one doesn't.

●     As long as you keep your elbows high and try to pull the rope apart, you can get away with fast, pumping reps.
●     Pulling the rope apart activates the rear delts automatically.
●     Using fast, pumping, high reps (a technique that normally wouldn't work with rear delts but does in this exercise) is 

great for developing blood flow to the normally hard-to-reach rear delts, and can lead to much greater rear delt 
development than is possible with traditional rear-delt exercises.

 

 

 

Try this exercise out the next time you work your shoulders. Not only 
are you able to work your rear delts strongly without ever bending 
over, you can work them with heavy weight (I've used the equivalent 
to my entire bodyweight on the weight stack for this one - try to find 
that in any other rear delt exercise!) and fast reps.

This exercise is only the tip of the iceberg of the shoulder 
exercises that are in this book. If you thought this one was good, 
picture what the rest of them will do for you!

If you'd like immediate, full access to all the other exercises in "The 
Best Exercises You've Never Heard Of", click on the button below 
and order now!

After you've made your payment of only $19.95, you'll have 
INSTANT ACCESS to all of the 53 incredible exercises in this book!

Click Here to read more about what 
"The Best Exercises" can do for you! 

or
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Bodyweight Tricep Extensions

   

 

Why Is This Exercise So Effective?

The position you can place the most stretch on your triceps is when your upper arm is 
directly overhead. By loading the triceps in that position, you can get an incredibly 
effective and powerful stretch on the muscle.

This exercise not only places the triceps under maximum tension in the maximum 
stretch position, it does so using a bodyweight exercise. Bodyweight exercises are 
known for achieving a greater level of muscle fiber activation than exercises 
where you are moving a weight instead.

Combine these two factors and add in the fact that you can do this exercise just about 
anywhere, and you get an extraordinary movement that has enormous strength and 
muscle-building potential.

 

   

●     Set up the Smith machine bar about 1 to 2 feet off the 
ground or use the Universal bench handles. 

●     Essentially, any horizontal bar that is 1 to 2 feet off the 
ground will do. It should have clearance underneath it. 

●     Stand in front of the bar. Place your hands about 6 
inches apart with a thumbless (false) grip. 

●     Step back a little.

●     Lower your body forward so that your head goes under 
the bar. 



●     Keep your elbows tucked in close together the whole 
way. Extend back up. 

●     Keep your entire body tight and stiff. The only 
movement should occur at the elbows. 

●     This exercise can put a lot of stress on your elbows so 
don't do them if you have elbow problems or soreness 
in the joint.

●     This exercise will build up the long head of the triceps 
which runs along the undersides of the arm. 

How to incorporate this exercise into your workouts:

This exercise should be placed close to the beginning of your triceps workout.

●     It not only requires a great deal of strength to perform, it is a stretch position movement.
●     Stretch position movements are more effective when placed near the start of a bodypart workout as they help to 

activate more muscle fibers.

1. Dropping down too fast 

This can lead to overstretching of the elbow ligaments. Go slowly into the stretch position. Going down too fast also makes it 
a lot harder to come back up. 

2. Letting the elbows flare out 

Keep them tucked in by externally rotating the shoulders before starting 
the exercise. 

●     Hold your arms out in front of you with your palms down. 
●     Now turn your palms up. 
●     Notice what occurred at your shoulders. 
●     This is external (to the outside) rotation. 
●     Now place your hands on the raised surface, palms down. 
●     Keeping your palms down and on the surface, turn at the 

shoulders as though trying to turn your palms up. 
●     The inside bends of your elbows will be facing up. 
●     This will keep your elbows tucked in.  

3. Not keeping the body stiff 

To do this exercise properly without hurting your back you must keep your abs and lower back very tight and your whole 
body stiff. Failing to do so will put a lot of stress on the lower back. 

4. Bouncing out of the bottom 

It is extremely important not to bounce out of the bottom in this exercise as you can overstretch the tendons in your elbows. 
Change direction deliberately, not with a rebound.



1. Making it easier 

To make it easier, move your feet closer to the bar or lower yourself down to 
your forehead instead of behind the head. 

●     You may also wish to do these on your knees. 
●     This is the easiest position. 

2. Making it harder 

To make it harder, come up on your toes as you press up. 

●     As well, you can move your feet back or place them up on a bench to 
increase the angle.

●     By elevating your feet, you force your triceps to work against more of 
your bodyweight.

3. Keep your elbows in 

Keep your elbows in tight. Don't let them flare out. This is accomplished by externally rotating your shoulders (the inside of 
your elbows will be facing up) without moving your hands (see Common Error #2).

4. Stretch forward 

As you get stronger, stretch forward as far as you can at the bottom of the movement. 

5. What else you can do it on 

Here are a few examples of things you can use to do this exercise on: bars, railings, chair legs, benches (duck your head 
under the bench and brace it), table edges, sinks, ladders, etc. 

●     Anything that is reasonably low and has clearance underneath for your head will work. 
●     In the absence of a bar, you can try looping a towel around anything that is low and is solid. 
●     Hold onto the ends of the towel and execute as above. 

6. Using a power rack 

If you don't have access to a bar that can spin freely, use a power rack and a regular Olympic bar. Set the pins where you 
want the bar, then put the bar braced against the rack. You will now be pushing it into the frame as you go down. 

7. One arm at a time 

These can be done with one arm at a time if you're very strong. 

●     You will have to spread your feet out further to maintain your balance.
●     Using a higher bar may be necessary or you may have to do these on your knees. 
●     The one-arm version works well for negatives.
●     Go down on one arm, then come up with both, or put your other hand on the floor to push yourself back up. 
●     When you lower yourself with one arm, put your other fist on the floor to moderate the speed of your descent. 
●     Another way to moderate resistance is to set one knee on the ground, keeping the other one straight and back. This 

keeps more tension on the triceps than kneeling with both knees. 

8. Neutral grip 



To use a neutral grip, loop a towel or rope around a low bar and grasp the ends of the towel or rope. 

●     You will also find it makes the exercise more unstable and gives you more freedom of movement. This makes it even 
harder. 

●     Another way to get a neutral grip is to use the legs of a chair. 
●     Put the chair up against something solid so it doesn't slip out and go from there, e.g. a wall.
●     It doesn't even necessarily have to be a chair. Anything with vertical bars will work. 

9. Raise your shoulder girdle 

Raise your shoulder girdle up at the beginning of the rep (like you are shrugging your shoulders) to eliminate help from the 
lats. Raising the shoulder girdle will force the lats to relax, placing all the stress (including the stabilizing stress) on the 
triceps. 

10. Increasing the resistance even more 

To increase the resistance, raise your feet up higher. A couple of ways to do this are benches, boxes or people. One of the 
best ways to do this is to hook your feet over the pad of a preacher bench. Some preacher bench pads are adjustable in 
height. 

The hardest position is to do a close-grip handstand push-up type extension. This puts nearly all of your bodyweight on your 
triceps. 

11. Drop setting 

This exercise can be done as a drop set by cycling through the various body positions. Start with your feet elevated, then feet 
on the floor stretched out, then closer, then from your knees, then fall down. 

Unstable Bar Bodyweight 
Tricep Extensions

This is a special variation of the bodyweight extension that is reserved for advanced trainers only. Not only does it require you 
move your bodyweight (which is more effective for activating muscle fibers) but what you are pushing against is moving 
around freely as you are doing the exercise!

This combination of body movement, extreme instability and maximum stretch is guaranteed to make your triceps work in a 
way they've never worked before.

Attempt this exercise only after you've become experienced with the solid, stable-bar version of the exercise.



You will be using a high pulley with a cambered bar attachment. Take the pin 
completely out of the stack - you won't be needing it for this.

●     Push the bar down as far as it will go and hold it there. The weight 
stack should hit the top of the pulley and jam there. Ideally, the bar 
should be several feet off the ground when the bar stops. This is what 
you'll be pushing from instead of the solid bar.

●     When you first start doing this exercise, practice doing it from a 
kneeling position before moving to doing it with your body completely 
suspended. This will give you an idea of how the instability will affect 
your exercise techinique.

●     You will notice that the cable will angle slightly back towards the stack 
as you stretch forward into the bottom of the exercise. This enables 
you to have something to push back against.

●     When you do this exercise in a standing position, place your feet closer 
than you would for the solid-bar version. You will find out why, the 
moment you start the exercise. It is a lot harder!

●     Be sure to clench your abs as tight as you can during the movement as 
your abs will be working extremely hard to stabilize your body. This is 
a great bonus!

●     You will really notice your abs working when you become advanced 
enough to come up on your toes during the exercise.

This exercise may seem easy at first but after only a few reps, with all the shaking and adjusting, you will find out just how 
effective unstable exercises can be.

Here are some pictures of the kneeling body position and the full-stretch body position:

How to incorporate this exercise into your workouts:

This exercise should definitely be placed first in a triceps routine.

●     It requires great strength and stabilization.
●     It can also be incorporated whenever you feel like you need to punish yourself! 



This tricep exercise is sure to take your arm development to the next 
level. Done properly, it can help you to fully develop the large, long 
head of the tricep which runs down the bottom of your arm.

This exercise is only the tip of the iceberg of the shoulder 
exercises that are in this book. If you thought this one was good, 
picture what the rest of them will do for you!

If you'd like immediate, full access to all the other exercises in "The 
Best Exercises You've Never Heard Of", click on the button below 
and order now!

After you've made your payment of only $19.95, you'll have 
INSTANT ACCESS to all of the 53 incredible exercises in this book!

Click Here to read more about what 
"The Best Exercises" can do for you! 

or

 

 

 YES! I want to get my copy of "The 
Best Exercises You've Never Heard 
Of" now and experience how new 
exercises can rapidly transform 
your body, adding new muscle and 
strength:

Only
$19.95

Your payment is processed through Clickbank, a 
well-known, trusted online payment service. Your 
transaction is processed by a real bank and is 
100% secure. When you choose this option, you 
will be taken to your download immediately. 
The download is available in both Mac and PC 
versions.

 

 

http://hop.clickbank.net/?westy04/betteru&l=100
http://hop.clickbank.net/?westy04/betteru&l=101


PRINTED Versions Also Available!

Click here to order NOW!

Order your printed copy now for only $29.95! This 
hard copy version is 110 pages long and contains ALL the 
material of the electronic versions, including links to the 
exercise video demo downloads and the bonuses! Perfect 
if you prefer to hold a book in your hands to read it! Price 
includes shipping and handling.

CD-ROM Versions Available!

Click Here to Order the CD-ROM

Order "The Best Exercises You've Never Heard Of" on 
CD-ROM for only $24.95. You can have this eBook mailed 
to you on CD-ROM instead of downloading (price 
includes worldwide shipping and handling).

 

 

Nilsson Curls • Bench-End Dumbell Presses • Full Range Pulldowns
Standing Rope Pullbacks • Bodyweight Tricep Extensions

Copyright 2009 BetterU, Inc. © 
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PLEASE READ THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS BEFORE USING THIS EBOOK. 

Privacy Policy

At BetterU, Inc. , your privacy is important to us. All personal information will be held in the strictest confidence. Your name or e-mail 
address will not be sold to any bulk mailing lists. You may choose to opt out of the BetterU, Inc. e-mail newsletter at any time by 
requesting to do so via e-mail.

BetterU, Inc. collects personally identifiable information when you buy training programs from BetterU, Inc. including: name, email and 
other optional information from which your identity may be reasonably ascertained. The personal information collected from Clients 
during the registration process is used to manage each Client's account (i.e. setup of services). 

BetterU, Inc. also automatically receives and records information on our server logs from your browser including, but not limited to, your 
IP address, page that you requested, and your browser type.

ALL personal information is held in the strictest confidence and will not be sold or distributed without express consent by you.

Definition of Services

FITSTEP.COM, a Web site (sometimes hereafter the “Site”) owned and operated by BetterU, Inc. (hereafter a.k.a. “FITSTEP.COM”), 
provides Internet-based fitness and health information and personal training services to the fitness consumer. This e-book is a product of 
BetterU, Inc. and FITSTEP.COM.

Acceptance of Terms of Use

You must agree to these Terms of Use in order to use this e-book. By using this e-book., you acknowledge your agreement to these Terms 
of Use. Please read these Terms carefully. If you do not agree to all of the Terms of Use in this agreement, please do not use this e-book.. 

FITSTEP.COM may revise and update these Terms of Use at anytime. Please review the Terms of Use periodically as posted at the 
FITSTEP.COM Site because your continued usage of this e-book. will mean you accept those changes. Please check these areas before 
using this e-book. to determine whether a change has been made to these Terms of Use. If you do not agree to these changes in the Terms 
of Use as they may occur, please terminate your use of this e-book. immediately (1) by notifying FITSTEP.COM of your unwillingness to 
accept the changes to the Terms of Use; and/or (2) by deleting the file from your computer.

Occasionally, FITSTEP.COM may supplement these Terms of Use with additional terms pertaining to specific content or events, 
("Additional Terms"), which Additional Terms may be placed on FITSTEP.COM to be viewed in connection with the specific content or 
events and shall be identified as such. You understand and agree that such Additional Terms are hereby incorporated by reference into 
these Terms of Use. 



SECTION ONE: 

Disclaimer of Warranties and Consequential Damages

Neither BetterU, Inc. nor FITSTEP.COM recommends or endorses any specific test, products, or procedures that may be mentioned in this 
e-book.. FITSTEP.COM does not assume any liability for the contents of any material provided in this e-book.. Reliance on any 
information provided by FITSTEP.COM, its Personal Trainers, or other readers of this e-book is solely at your own risk. FITSTEP.COM 
assumes no liability or responsibility for damage or injury to persons or property arising from any use of any product, information, idea, or 
instruction contained in the materials provided to you. FITSTEP.COM reserves the right to change or discontinue at any time any aspect or 
feature of this e-book. 

FITSTEP.COM, its licensors, and its suppliers make no representation or warranties about the accuracy, reliability, completeness, currency 
or timeliness of the content, software, text, graphics, links, or communication provided on or through the use of the FITSTEP.COM Site, 
this e-book or other BetterU, Inc. information. FITSTEP.COM, its licensors, and its suppliers do not make any warranty that the content 
contained on the FITSTEP.COM Site or in this e-book satisfies government regulations requiring disclosure of information on supplements 
and/or prescription drug products. 

You acknowledge that in connection with this e-book, information will be transmitted over local exchange, inter-exchange and Internet 
backbone carrier lines and through routers, switches and other devices owned, maintained and serviced by third party local exchange and 
long distance carriers, utilities, Internet service providers and others, all of which are beyond the control of FITSTEP.COM and its 
suppliers. Accordingly, FITSTEP.COM assumes no liability for correlating to the delay, failure, interruption or corruption of any data or 
other information transmitted in connection with use of this e-book. 

YOU EXPRESSLY AGREE THAT USE OF THIS E-BOOK IS AT YOUR SOLE RISK. THIS E-BOOK IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS 
IS" AND "AS AVAILABLE" BASIS. FITSTEP.COM EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR 
IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION ANY WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE, NON-INFRINGEMENT OR COURSE OF DEALINGS OR COURSE OF PERFORMANCE. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO 
NOT ALLOW DISCLAIMER OF THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES, AND TO THAT EXTENT ONLY, THE ABOVE EXCLUSION 
MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. 

BETTERU, INC. MAKES NO WARRANTY THAT FITSTEP.COM WILL MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS, OR THAT 
FITSTEP.COM WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED, TIMELY, SECURE, OR ERROR FREE. BETTERU, INC. DOES NOT GUARANTEE 
THE ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS OF ANY INFORMATION IN OR PROVIDED IN CONNECTION WITH FITSTEP.COM. 
FITSTEP.COM IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY ERRORS OR OMISSIONS IN OR FOR THE RESULTS OBTAINED FROM THE 
USE OF SUCH INFORMATION. THE INFORMATION IS PROVIDED WITH THE UNDERSTANDING THAT NEITHER 
FITSTEP.COM NOR ITS MEMBERS, WHILE SUCH MEMBERS ARE PARTICIPATING IN FITSTEP.COM, ARE ENGAGED IN 
RENDERING LEGAL, MEDICAL, COUNSELING OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL SERVICES OR ADVICE. BETTERU, INC. 
ENCOURAGES YOU TO SEEK APPROPRIATE PROFESSIONAL ADVICE OR CARE FOR ANY SITUATION OR PROBLEM 
WHICH YOU MAY HAVE. 

NEITHER BETTERU, INC. NOR FITSTEP.COM SHALL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE CAUSED, OR 
ALLEGED TO HAVE BEEN CAUSED, DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, BY THE INFORMATION OR IDEAS CONTAINED, 
SUGGESTED OR REFERENCED IN THIS E-BOOK. YOUR PARTICIPATION IN FITSTEP.COM IS SOLELY AT THE YOUR OWN 
RISK. NO ADVICE OR INFORMATION, WHETHER ORAL OR WRITTEN, OBTAINED BY YOU FROM FITSTEP.COM SHALL 
CREATE ANY WARRANTY NOT EXPRESSLY MADE HEREIN. 

FITSTEP.COM MAKES NO WARRANTY REGARDING ANY GOODS OR SERVICES PURCHASED OR OBTAINED THROUGH 
FITSTEP.COM OR ANY TRANSACTIONS ENTERED INTO THROUGH FITSTEP.COM.

Links to Other Web Sites

This e-book contains links with other web sites on the Internet that are owned and operated by third party merchants, organizations, 
advertisers and other third parties. This e-book may also contain advertisements and promotional material of such vendors, advertisers and 
other third parties. Some or all of the web sites listed as links herein are not under the control of FITSTEP.COM, but rather are exclusively 
controlled by third parties. Accordingly, FITSTEP.COM makes no representation or warranty as to the content, statements, 
representations, warranties or other information contained in such links, such other web sites or such advertisements or promotional 
materials, and it makes no representation or warranty as to the creditworthiness or reputation of any such third party whatsoever 
concerning such web sites. 

Moreover, while FITSTEP.COM may provide a link to a third party, such a link is not an authorization, endorsement or sponsorship by 
FITSTEP.COM with respect to such web site, its owners or its providers. FITSTEP.COM has no actual knowledge of any illegal, 
fraudulent, defamatory, slanderous or obscene matters or activities relating to, or being effected through, or in connection with such links, 
other web sites, advertisements or promotional material FITSTEP.COM has not tested any information, products or software found on 
such web sites and cannot make any representation whatsoever with respect thereto, nor is it FITSTEP.COM’s obligation to perform an 
independent investigation of any such web sites. The content of, and the statements and opinions expressed by and through, those web sites 



linked to this e-book do not necessarily reflect the values, statements and opinions of FITSTEP.COM and its electronic connection to such 
third parties or their electronic connection to FITSTEP.COM does not constitute, and should not be construed as, its endorsement or 
support of such content, statements or opinions. 

Furthermore, it is your responsibility to take precautions to ensure that whatever you select is free of such items as viruses, worms, Trojan 
horses and other items of a destructive nature. 

IN NO EVENT WILL BETTERU, INC. OR FITSTEP.COM BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL 
OR OTHER CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, ON ANY LEGAL THEORY OF LIABILITY, ARISING FROM OR IN CONNECTION 
WITH ANY USE OF THIS E-BOOK, OR ANY OTHER HYPERLINKED WEB SITE, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY 
LOST PROFITS, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, LOSS OF PROGRAMS OR OTHER DAMAGE TO YOUR INFORMATION 
HANDLING SYSTEM OR OTHERWISE, EVEN IF FITSTEP.COM IS EXPRESSLY ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH 
DAMAGES. 

No Medical Advice

This e-book is designed primarily as a fitness educational resource and is provided for informational purposes only. The content is not 
intended in any way to be a substitute for professional medical advice. Always seek the advice of your physician or other qualified health 
care provider with any questions you may have regarding a medical condition. Neither the content nor any other service offered by or 
through this e-book is intended to be relied upon for medical diagnosis or treatment. Never disregard medical advice or delay in seeking it 
because of something you have read in this e-book. 

This e-book should not be considered inclusive of all proper treatments, procedures and tests or exclusive of other treatments, procedures 
and tests that are reasonably directed towards obtaining successful weight management or health or fitness. 

SECTION TWO: 

Privacy

FITSTEP.COM reserves the right to perform statistical analyses and profiling of member and other user behavior and characteristics in 
order to measure interest in and use of the various areas of the Site and to inform advertisers of such information. FITSTEP.COM will 
provide only aggregate data from these analyses to third parties; no personally identifiable information will be disclosed.

Under no circumstances should this e-book or any of the fax numbers or mailing addresses on this e-book be used to send FITSTEP.COM 
confidential or proprietary information. Data which is not personal, including questions, comments, ideas and suggestions, shall be deemed 
to be non-confidential and FITSTEP.COM shall be free to disclose and use the same for any purpose, and through any means, without any 
obligation whatsoever to you. FITSTEP.COM specifically prohibits the use of this e-book for the purpose of violating laws, engaging in 
business disparagement or defamation, or discriminating or harassing any person. 

Despite the foregoing, in any event subscribers and visitors should be aware that when you voluntarily disclose personally identifiable 
information (for example, user name, e-mail address) on the bulletin boards or chat areas of FITSTEP.COM, that information, along with 
any substantive information disclosed in the subscriber's or user's communication, can be collected and correlated and used by third parties 
and may result in unsolicited messages from third parties. Such activities are beyond the control of FITSTEP.COM. FITSTEP.COM makes 
no warranties about the discoverability of members' identity by methods beyond our control. 

Children and Minors

FITSTEP.COM does not knowingly operate a "web site or online service directed to children" as defined in the Children's Online Privacy 
Protection Act (15 U.S.C. § 6501 et seq.).

SECTION THREE: 

Use of Content

Upon acceptance of these Terms of Use, FITSTEP.COM authorizes you to view or download a single copy of the material in this e-book 
solely for your personal, noncommercial use (the “Content”). The further copying, redistribution or publication of any part of this e-book is 
prohibited unless done with all links and copyright notices intact. Special rules may apply to the use of certain software and other items 
provided on the Site. Any such special rules are listed as "Legal Notices" The legal notices and are incorporated into these Terms of Use by 
reference. 

You may not sell or modify the Content or reproduce, display, publicly perform, distribute or otherwise use the Content in any way for any 
public or commercial purpose. The use of the content on any other Web site or in a networked computer environment for any purpose is 
prohibited. Content is subject to change without notice at the editorial discretion of FITSTEP.COM. If you violate any of these Terms of 
Use, your permission to use the Content automatically terminates and you must immediately destroy any copies you have made of any 
portion of the Content. For information obtained from FITSTEP.COM's licensors, you are solely responsible for compliance with any 



copyright, trademark and other proprietary rights and restrictions and are referred to the publication data appearing in bibliographic 
citations, as well as to the notices appearing in the original publications. 

Intellectual Property Rights Reserved

All information provided by FITSTEP.COM in any form, is proprietary to FITSTEP.COM and is protected by U.S. and foreign laws and 
international treaties governing intellectual property. All such information published by FITSTEP.COM or presented by its employees, 
agents or consultants is copyright protected. Since a copyright notice is no longer required by law, the omission of the copyright notice by 
FITSTEP.COM does not invalidate copyright protection, and it does not indicate that BetterU, Inc, authorizes the reproduction of such 
proprietary material. 

None of the Content may be reverse-engineered, disassembled, decompiled, reproduced, transcribed, stored in a retrieval system, translated 
into any language or computer language, retransmitted in any form or by any means (electronic, mechanical, photo reproduction, 
recordation or otherwise), resold or redistributed without the prior written consent of FITSTEP.COM, except that you may reproduce 
limited excerpts of the data for personal use only, provided that each such copy contains a copyright notice as follows: Copyright © 2009 
BetterU, Inc. All rights reserved. 

No License

Except to the extent expressly provided for elsewhere in this Section Three, this e-book does not confer and shall not be considered as 
conferring upon anyone any license under any of BetterU, Inc, or FITSTEP.COM’s or any third party's intellectual property rights.

Miscellaneous

In the event that any provision of the Terms of Use conflicts with the law under which the Terms of Use are to be construed or if any such 
provisions are held invalid by a court with jurisdiction over the parties to the Terms of Use, such provision will be deemed to be restated to 
reflect as nearly as possible the original intentions of the parties in accordance with applicable law, and the remainder of these Terms of 
Use will remain in full force and effect.

The failure of either party to insist upon or enforce strict performance by the other party of any provision of the Terms of Use or to 
exercise any right under the Terms of Use will not be construed as a waiver or relinquishment to any extent of such party's right to assert or 
rely upon any such provision or right in that or any other instance, rather, the same will be and remain in full force and effect. No waiver of 
any of these Terms of Use shall be deemed a further or continuing waiver of such term or condition or any other term or condition. 

FITSTEP.COM may assign its rights and obligations under these Terms of Use and upon such assignment FITSTEP.COM may be relieved 
of any further obligation hereunder. 

You represent to BetterU, Inc. that you have the authority to register with FITSTEP.COM according to these Terms of Use. 

Indemnity

You agree to defend, indemnify and hold BetterU, Inc. and FITSTEP.COM, its officers, directors, employees, agents, licensors and 
suppliers, harmless from and against any claims, actions or demands, liabilities and settlements including without limitation, reasonable 
legal and accounting fees, resulting from, or alleged to result from, your use of the content (including software), or the Interactive Areas in 
a manner that violates or is alleged to violate these Terms of Use. BetterU, Inc. shall provide notice to you promptly of any such claim, 
suit, or proceeding and shall reasonably cooperate with you, at your expense, in your defense of any such claim, suit or proceeding. 

Jurisdiction and Choice of Law 

FITSTEP.COM is based in Illinois, in the United States of America. FITSTEP.COM makes no warranties that the content is appropriate or 
may be downloaded outside of the United States. Access to the Content (including software) may not be legal by certain persons or in 
certain countries. If you access the Site from outside the United States, you do so at your own risk and are responsible for compliance with 
the laws of your jurisdiction. These Terms of Use shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of Illinois, 
without giving effect to its conflict of laws provisions. 

You expressly agree that exclusive jurisdiction for any dispute with FITSTEP.COM, including any claim involving FITSTEP.COM or its 
affiliates, subsidiaries, employees, contractors, officers, directors, telecommunication providers and content providers, or in any way 
relating to your membership or use of FITSTEP.COM, resides in the courts of the State of Illinois. You further agree and expressly consent 
to the exercise of personal jurisdiction of the applicable court and that venue shall be in a court sitting in Lake County, Illinois. 

Remedies for your Breach of these Terms of Service

In the event that FITSTEP.COM determines, at its sole discretion, that you have breached any portion of these Terms of Service, or have 
otherwise demonstrated conduct inappropriate for the on-line community of FITSTEP.COM and its members, FITSTEP.COM reserves the 
right to (i) warn you via e-mail that you have violated these Terms of Use; (ii) delete any content provided by you or your agent(s) to 



FITSTEP.COM, (iii) delete all content provided by you to FITSTEP.COM, (iv) discontinue your registration with FITSTEP.COM and/or 
any other FITSTEP.COM community; (v) notify and/or send content to and/or fully cooperate with the proper law enforcement authorities 
for further action; and/or (vi) any other action which FITSTEP.COM deems to be appropriate. 
Termination. 

BetterU, Inc. reserves the right, at its sole discretion, to immediately, without notice to suspend or terminate (i) these Terms of Use; (ii) 
your registration with or ability to access FITSTEP.COM and/or any other service provided to you by FITSTEP.COM including any e-
mail account upon any breach by you of the Terms of Use. 

Complete Agreement

These Terms of Use and any Additional Terms (as such terms shall be identified when posted on FITSTEP.COM by BetterU, Inc.) 
constitute the entire understanding between the parties as to subject matter hereof, and supersede all prior agreements and understandings. 
Any legally unenforceable provision of these Terms of Use will, at the election of FITSTEP.COM, be deleted or modified to correct the 
defect and, regardless, the remainder of the terms of these Terms of Use will remain valid and enforceable. 

WAIVER

In consideration of the opportunity to participate and/or engage in the use of the above mentioned Program provided by BetterU, Inc., I, for 
myself and my heirs, assigns, executors and administrators, agree that BetterU, Inc. And its officers, directors, assistants, agents and 
representatives, shall not be liable, jointly or severally, for any injuries to my person or property. It is expressly agreed that the use of the 
Program shall be undertaken by the User at his/her sole risk. It is further agreed that BetterU, Inc. shall not be liable for any injuries or 
damage to the User, nor be subject to any claim, demand, injury or damages whatsoever. I also agree to indemnify and hold harmless 
BetterU, Inc. And its officers, directors, assistants, agents and representatives against any and all actions, claims, demands, liability, loss, 
damage and expense of any kind, including attorney's fees, arising from such claims. I am aware and familiar with the ordinary and 
hazardous risk involved in the activities stated above, and I understand that I am assuming those risks. I am voluntarily participating in 
these activities and I hereby agree to expressly assume and accept any and all risks of injury or death.

I declare myself to be physically sound and suffering from no condition, impairment, disease, infirmity or other illness that would prevent 
my participation or use of equipment or machinery during the use of the above stated Program. I acknowledge that I have either had a 
physical examination and been given my physician's permission to participate, or that I have decided to participate in the activity without 
the approval of my physician and do hereby assume all responsibility for my participation and activities, including utilization of equipment 
and machinery. Any information obtained by BetterU, Inc. will be treated as privileged and confidential and will not be released or 
revealed to any person other than the Buyer's physician without expressed written consent of the Buyer.

Thank you for your cooperation with these Terms and Conditions. 

Back to the previous page.
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